10    THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
duction ever outstripped current consumption so spectacu-
larly. The National Survey of Potential Product Capacity
later described the period from 1923 to 1929 as an "orgy of
saving" among the rich.
Two thirds of the country's savings were made by families
with incomes over $10,000 a year. Those with less than
$1500, comprising forty per cent of the population, actually
paid out more than they earned. Six million families, one
fifth of the nation, fell below even $1000, Making provision
for a rainy day seemed less than feasible when one was al-
ready drowning. Up to the income bracket of $5000, Amer-
ican families had to spend a disproportionate amount merely
to get sufficient food; hence among those nine out of ten
families "not in a position to enjoy a liberal diet/' substantial
savings could hardly be expected.* In presenting the extremes
of the economic spectrum a study by the Brookings Institu-
tion observed that the twenty-four thousand families which
received over $100,000 apiece in 1929 enjoyed a total in-
come three times as great as that of the six million poorest
families. In other words, the average income among the top
group was six hundred and thirty times that in the bottom
one.
Orthodox economists argued that savings led to more cap-
ital equipment and superior efficiency and, in turn, to lower
production costs, lower prices and greater purchasing power
for the masses. It was plain by 1929, however, that this
chain of causation had developed weak links. Mass buying
power was unable to absorb the nation's output, not alone
because wages had advanced comparatively little but because
retail prices took virtually no cut between 1922 and 1929.
Savings achieved by improved technologies were not being
* Maurice Leven and others, America's Capacity to Consume (Wash., 1934) ,
93, 123. At 1929 prices an adequate diet for the average family was esti-
mated to cost $800; $2000 was reckoned the minimum for basic necessities
of living. A summary of statistics on this subject for 1929 and later will be
found in S. C Menefee, "Standard of Living," Survey, LXXIII (1937),
281-282.

